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Planning for Virtual 2021
From Lemon to Lemonade
EDUCATION – TRAINING – NETWORKING – FUN

How will CCC21 be different?
FUN: CCC21 brings fun Attendee interaction to a Virtual Conference.
You have put in a long day at CCC21. You have had twelve opportunities to Network
with Five New Friends, visited up to nine Exhibit Booths for in-depth explanation or
training, attended one or both lectures which may include your input, and enjoyed the
plenary keynote session. Perhaps it is time to call it a day – and who is going to know
because this is all in our Virtual Universes. But you paid to attend Construction CPM
Conference and we want to provide not only Education – Training – Networking, but
also to provide FUN.
So WELCOME to Evening Entertainment. Restack that plate of munchies and bring the whole bottle
of your favorite beverage (unlimited drink tickets tonight!) We will again attach you to a Group of Six
(Five New Friends.) We will (with your opt-in) activate your device microphone and camera. You are
stacked to six faces on the screen. Hellos.
Now the screen reconfigures with six thumbnail photos across the top, and the main event below.
Perhaps you will together watch a construction related movie. Shout-outs are permitted and
encouraged – it is just you and your Five New Friends.
Ron Winter has a whole program for your Group of Six: his signature Smoke & Mirrors Cigar event!
Several clips will be presented curated from various Cigar Shops and other sources. But maybe also a
surprise contest where all teams are asked to guess which and how long is The Longest Path. (A
movie based upon minimum time required to walk a football out of a maximum security prison.)
Other Evening Entertainments may include “How to Bar-B-Que,” online BINGO with prizes, or
singing out with Karaoke with your Five New Friends.
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